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SunCare Spa Applications
It is the right address for all kins of Spa applications that come to your mind from
sauna to steem room, from hamam to swimming pool, from salt room to mud
bath, from adventure shower units to jacuzzis, from compact systems to heated
stone beds….
Whether professional institutional solutions, or home type mini units…
SunCare, which had been established in 2005 in Ankara, completed SPA projects
of hundreds of homes and institutional social facilities both inside the country and
abroad.
SunCare Spa applications, has become one of the pioneering SPA Implementation
companies of our country with its professional staff and over 1500 m2 wood and
marble manufacture area.
Master hands of SunCare is at your service for professional solutions in SPA
applications.

www.suncare.com.tr
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CLASSICAL SAUNA

“

WE TURN CAREFULLY SELECTED
TIMBERS INTO SAUNES
WITH RIGHT METHODS…

“
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You are exactly at the right place if you intend to build sauna to your home,
workplace, construction or sports center. With the accumulation of experience
of long years and our hundreds of implementations and institutional structure, our
aim is to manufacture qualified saunas with correct methods.

www.suncare.com.tr
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The LifeCo, Güven Hospital, Çayyolu
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CLASSICAL SAUNA
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QUALIFIED SAUNA MANUFACTURE
Sauna... The most natural and warmest space that timber presents you…
In these spaces in where you leave the stress of daily life physically and mentally behind, each
component has to be carefully selected at every stage of manufacture… Our aim, with
institutional structure of 10 years, is to manufacture for you qualified saunes with correct
methods. All kinds of materials are carefully chosen from infrastructure to isolation, from
timbers to saua stove in SunCare.
Generally, we can classsify saunas as small, medium and large.
Saunas, with up to 6 m2 floor base are considered small saunas. Up to 10 m2 are considered
medium, and more than 10m2 are considered large saunas.
One of the most important issues of attention is the height of the ceiling. In case the
seating group is composed of two layers, the height of the ceiling should be 210 cm, and
is composed of three layers, then the height of the ceiling should be 240 cm. In case the
height of the ceiling is constructed above these numbers, then the temparature in the
sitting lounge of your sauna will drop and the amount of sweating will decrease. Electricity
consumption increases.
In all its sauna manufactures, SunCare acts in accordance with the instructions of International
Sauna Society.

www.suncare.com.tr

WHAT DOES A QUALIFIED SAUNA
MANUFACTURE INVOLVE?
Infrastructure
A qualified sauna manufacture starts with a correct infrastructure and heat isolation. SunCare
constructs the main carrier structure with pine/spruce woods each have thickness of 2.5 and 4
and 10 cm. We provide the high level of isolation of the place with condensed and heat isolation
value increased stone/glass wool.

Timber Structure
The main components in saunas that can be seen and contact the skins, are timbers. The sauna
is paneled with timbers made of chosen wood. For visual integrity and solid structure, we use
mono-bloc/full size panels from floor to ceiling. Panels used in sauna manufacturing, are being
oven dried to be resistant to changes in temperature. In absence of private request, the project
includes 210-240 cm height of ceiling.

Benches & Mats
Timbers to be used at benches and mats have special importance. Avascular, no resinous and
non heat retaining timbers have be used. Thus, Abachi is the most appropriate timber. Timbers
with vascular, retain heat or have possibility of flow of resin may not be used in any conditions.
Lounge suites may be designed as single, double or triple layers according to the sizes of saunas.
Benches and mats are manufactured to allow easy movement for cleaning purposes.

Sports School, Çankaya
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Sauna Door
Sauna doors are manufactured in 77*197 cm with 8 mm of thickness of monolith tempered
glass. Smoke, bronze, blue, green and natural colors are used. In order to increase heat
isolation, silicon sealing has been applied at sauna doors. At the doors, special designed
SunCare door handle and magnetic closing system is used. Since magnet is located at
exterior surface, it is not subject to oxidation and corrosion.

Natural Air Circulation
As ventilating system, between inner and outer spaces of sauna, close to the heating stove,
a ventilating duct has been composed with the diameter of at least 8 cm. The cold and
fresh air that enters into sauna is heated by passing through heating stoves. It is discharged
through discharge channel at the upper part after circulated inside the sauna. Thus, hot air
in the sauna always stays clean.

Safety

Level Up Fitness, Keçiören

For your safety, electricity is being passed through non combustible silicon cables and
installation pipes.

www.suncare.com.tr

Comfort
When panels are delivered from manufacture, there are traces of knives, notches and shivers on
their surface. SunCare makes special contact corundum application to all timbers to be used in sauna
which is specially called caliber. With this opportunity, you contact with wood surface soft as velvet
in all walls and lounge suites.

Sauna Stoves
The most appropriate heating stove is chosen in line with the dimensions and purpose of use
of your sauna. Choosing the most appropriate heating stove for dimensions and purpose of
use, will present you the less electricity consuming sauna. SunCare is the first company in our
country to manufacture CE certificated domestic heating stove. It uses its own heating stove in
all saunas. Upon special requests, it uses international brands such as , Harvia, Helo, Tylo.

Longevity
The most damaged wooden part subject to over heating in saunas is the part front cover of
heating stove. The wooden part behind the stove is exposed to very fast deformation. In order
to overcome this situation, SunCare, in all its saunas, covers the part behind the
heating stove with natural blast stones.Thus, longevity of your sauna increases.

Sauna Accessories and Supplementary Products
For all saunas that it manufactures, according
to its purpose and capacity, SunCare delivers
adequate numbers of supplementary
products such as sand glass, wooden
head supports, thermometerhygrometer, copper and wood
buckets and scoop sets,
essences, aroma therapy
censers.
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SAUNA TIMBERS

Mediterranean Pine

It has marbled and red look.That is why it is also named as red pine. It has a unique odor.
Its manufacture cost is relatively low since it is easy to purchase. But its resin amount is high.
Even it is used for the walls, it can not be used in benches. In case it is used, it may drain
resin.The most important of all, it retents heat and burns you when you sit or lie down.

Siberian Pine

Siberian Pine is one of the woos with lowest amount of knobs and resins. With its plain
marbled structure and color, it has a unique, plain and nice look. It is the most preferred
timber in sauna manufacture cause of these characteristics. It can not be used in benches
like red pine.

Abachi (Ayous)
It is an African originated wood. This timber has knot-free, non resinous and smoothtextured. It has a soft surface. The most important characteristics is its excellent heat
insulation properties. It is the most commonly used wood in sauna paneling In sauna, at the
points where the skin directly contacts with, this wood has been used. Only ayous wood
should be used in benches and mats as well as headrests and stove guards.
In order to obtain visual integrity, abachi panels may be used in wall and ceiling paneling.

www.suncare.com.tr
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Mediterranean Cedar

Mediterranean Cedar wood is a wood with a unique aromatic odour which is famous of its
durability. It has resin and multi knobs. It is generally preferred for its odor rather than its
look. Its logging is limited in recent years. Thus, it is rarely found. Generally it is not found
in one piece, pieces dovetailed and turned into panels. In special implementations, it is
generally preferred at hidden places under the benches only for its odor.

Aspen
It is a soft wood suitable for processing. It is knot-free, non resinous without vascular.
It is a plain material with extraordinary beautiful look. Since it is rarely found, its cost is high.
It is generally recommended for private sauna manufacturing due to its very light color.

Canadian Red Cedar
It is also known as Western Red Cedar. It is the lightest sauna timber with the highest heat
isolation capacity. Its resistance is also high. It is knot-free and non resinous. It is the sauna
timber with the best smell. It is the timber of special projects and special saunas due to its
attractive smell.

www.suncare.com.tr +90 312 397 03 03
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PORTABLE CABIN SAUNAS
You do not have a special room for sauna, you want to construct a sauna at the part of
a large space. If you say “It is important for us to be transportable in case of need...”, we
recommend you our portable cabin saunas.

It is installed within a short period of time.
It can be transported in case of need.
It can be manufactured in all sizes and dimensions.

+90 312 397 03 03
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OUTER SPACE
SAUNAS

We also have solutions for
those who say “We want
our sauna in our garden”.
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S P E C I A L
D E S I G N
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SAUNA HEATING STOVES
Sauna stoves, or in other words sauna heaters is the
second most important part of sauna following timber
structure. A correctly manufactured sauna can only
operate efficiently with correctly chosen heater. The
volume of your sauna should be considered while
choosing your heating stove. With this opportunity, your
sauna will get warmer in short period of time as well as
consuming less electricity.
As a result of long lasting research and development
efforts, SunCare has been producing the first CE
certificated sauna heating stoves in Turkey. To ensure
longevity, our heating stoves has been manufactured of
inner-outer stainless steel material. It is used with easy
to use and esthetic control panel with key lock. Control
panel works with 12 V of low voltage to ensure safety.

We can separate heating stoves like saunas into three.
Small sauna heating stoves
Small sauna heating stoves are used for spaces up to 6 m2.It is for home type or boutique small
saunas.Their powers are 3, 4.5, 6, 8 and 9 kW/hour. Generally they have control on the body.
As optional, they can be operated with remote control panel. 1 package of (20 kg) sauna stone
is adequate.

Middle sized sauna heating stoves
Middle sized sauna heating stoves are more appropriate for social usage areas for 10-15 people. In
other words, they are used in saunas with volume of 13-24m2. Models have the power of 12 and
15 kW/hours. It is used with external control panel. It should be ordered with 1-4 package of sauna
stones.

Large sized sauna heating stoves
Large sized sauna heating stoves are adequate for saunas with the volume larger than 24 m2
with the capacity of more than 15 people. In the large sized saunas, according to the volume,
18, 21, 24 and 27 kW/hour powered heating stoves are used. In parallel with the size of the
volume, more than one heating stoves may be used. Large sized sauna heating stoves are used
with external control panel and special power box. If you want to order for one of these stoves,
you must also order 6-8 package of sauna stones.

www.suncare.com.tr
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SAUNA ACCESSORIES
All products and accessories to facilitate the usage of your sauna and to give you
more pleasure is at SunCare.

Sand Glass
Thermometer-Hygrometer
Wood bucket scoop set
Copper bucket scoop set
Wooden head support
Sauna Aplique
Aromatherapy censer
Sauna heating stove stone
Culvert set
Emergency Alert Systems
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SMALL TOUCHES...
PERSISTENT SAUNAS...

COLOUR THERAPY
Among SPA therapies, colour therapy get benefit from the effects of colours on people.
Colour therapy had been firstly implemented by Ibn-i Sina.
Red: It speeds up blood pressure and breathing. Strengthens concentration. Facilitates taking
decisions faster. It is appetizing. Makes you to forget time.
White: Gives the feeling of cleanness, health and purity. Symbolizes stability and sustainability.
Yellow: Has effects on digestive system. It prevents indigestion and constipation by providing
intestinal motility. Therapists use colour yellow for depression.
Green: It is a tranquillizer colour. It helps your body to throw out toxins. Lowers blood pressure
and prevents high pressure. It is good for chest diseases such as chronic bronchitis and asthma.
Increases visual capacity.
Blue: Relaxes nerve system. Balances body energy. It is effective on high pressure and hyper
tension. The most important characteristics is to help someone loose appetite.
Indigo Blue: It facilitates creativity as well as it takes away the feeling of tiredness.

Akropol Thermal, Beypazarı

Violet: Gives the feeling of calmness and comfort.It is used in headache and all aches in the body
and nerve system disorders.

www.suncare.com.tr
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SHOCK SHOWER BUCKET
Let your sauna has a story to tell... Let your guests live an extraordinary experience after warm
and relaxing sauna pleasure. After sauna, for the effect of shock shower, 15 litter of cold water
from head to foot.
Wooden shock shower bucket has automatic water gage system. After each use, the bucket is
refilled. Water capacity is 15 litters.The height should be used 240 cm for use.

AROMATIC TIMBER APPLICATION
Do you want your sauna to release aromatic essences all the time? Your sauna will release a light
and nice smell of forest by applying special timbers under the benches such as Mediterranean
cedar or Canadian cedar.

www.suncare.com.tr +90 312 397 03 03
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SAUNA ESSENCES
From menthol to ocaliptus, from orange to mango...
The widest range of sauna essences are in SunCare...
Essences help to balance the humidity while turn your sauna into a more comfortable
environment with their nice smells.

How are sauna essences used?
•
•
•
•

Put one lid of essence for 1 litter of water in your sauna bucket.
On 40-45 minutes heated sauna stones, apply with duration of 15-20 minutes by using small
amounts.
You will immediately notice the change of air in your sauna.
Since our essences are highly concentrated, they should not be directly applied on stones.
Our Sauna Essences
Ocaliptus

Menthol

Orange Cinemon

Lavender

Lemon

Spruce

Orange vanilla

Green apple

Pine

Rose-Plum

Tropical

Mango

www.suncare.com.tr
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AROMATHERAPY
PRODUCTS
Aromatherapy censers
This product, which is used by hanging on
the wall, is specially manufactured for social
facilities. It avoids users to use much sauna
essence by using bucket and scoop. Thus
stable and continuous smell of essence is
provided inside the sauna. It decreases
the use of essence. At the same time
since less water will be dropped
on heating stove, it increases the
longevity of sauna resistance.It is
completely hand made composed
of copper.In manufacture process
of the product, not any kind of
dye, varnish or chemical materials
are used.

Tylö Fresh Basic / CC
It is a professional type essence device designed for saunas.
It is installed 2 meters away from the exterior of sauna and
connected with its hose. It operates silently and automatically. It
has a basic model and CC model with control unit. CC model
unit controls both intensity of essence and intervals of essence.
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SAUNA AND SALT THERAPY
Salt therapy among SPA therapies is used to clean the respiration system. Salt therapy is one of
the treatment methods which has been used as important treatment sources for centuries. It is
especially important in respiratory diseases. It gives great amount of release for asthma, sinusitis,
KOAH patients. Again, related with respiratory system, it is a method that significantly contributes to the treatment of sleep disorders, sleep apnoea, waking up tired all deriving from not
breathing properly. Salt therapy is a process that was initiated by Dr. Felix Boczkowski in 1843
after he had noticed that the workers in the salt mines of Wieliczka city of Poland had not faced
with any respiratory diseases and examining the issue scientifically and reporting his findings.
Following this event, inside this mine in Poland, the first salt therapy center in world had been
opened. In the following years, similar therapy centres had been opened throughout the world
in salt mines and caves.

How is salt therapy applied in sauna?

Crowne Plaza. Ankara

Inside the sauna, walls/panels are constructed composed of salt bricks obtained from salt of
Himalayas. In the atmosphere of the sauna, with the effect of high temperature and humidity,
micro particulars are released from the salt bricks. This causes the effect of salt room inside the
sauna.

www.suncare.com.tr

MAINTENANCE-REPAIR &
RENEWAL SERVICES

Sauna Maintenance and Renewal Services
Just like pools, baths and steam rooms, saunas are also
used without clothes. Thus, it has the capacity of being
contaminated. Due to their structure, cleaning of pools,
baths and steam rooms are simple and easy. You have
chance to provide health information with both mechanical
tools and various chemicals. But since saunas are made
of wooden structure, it is not possible to wash or obtain
cleaning by using various chemicals.Washing damages the
structure of timber. Makes sauna impossible to use in short period of time. In case chemical
cleaners are used, timbers absorb these chemicals and return them with heat.
Considering the fact that saunas are places where you are purified from toxins, their cleaning
and maintenance are significantly important for the health of our customers.
We recommend you to undertake maintenance due to their frequency of use, once in 5-6
months and once in a year for private house saunas.
The maintenance of the saunas include sandpapering of ground, benches, all walls and ceiling
with special machines, maintenance of damaged parts and if necessary, renewal of broken
components. Heating stove, control panel and power box cable controls are made. Finally, dust
cleaning is made and UV disinfection process is applied. Sauna is made ready to use after being
renewed. Timbers turn to their original look. Inside the sauna, you notice the first day smell of
the timbers.

Repair of Sauna heating stove & Control Unit
Sauna heating stoves operate long hours at intense heat. Especially in the heating stoves of
which users put unconsciously so much water, resistances and other components may often
cause defects. No matter what happens, SunCare brand is beside you in all defects of heating
stove and its control units with its expert and experienced staff.
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BIO SAUNA

Bio Saunas are developed as a modern alternative to classical Finnish saunas.For the
ones who do not prefer high temperatures, it has lower temperature and higher amount
of humidity. Temperature is between 50-600 C and humidity is between %50-60. In the
heating stoves of bio saunas, there is a special heated water reservoir in order to provide
high humidity.These heating stoves which are also known as Combi are again calculated
due to total volume of sauna.
Like classical saunas, bio saunas also may be enriched with attachments such as aroma
therapy and colour therapy.
.

www.suncare.com.tr
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BENEFITS OF SAUNA
FOR YOUR HEALTH
Today, the benefits of regular sauna implementations to your mental and physical health,
is a commonly accepted fact.
Getting into a warm sauna, relaxing the hardened muscles with two or three sessions of
15 minutes, getting away from the toxins in your body are easy to reach today...
In case we focus on the main benefits of sauna; we can say,
• Takes away stress.
• Relaxes your muscles, kills the pain.
• Burns calories, helps to lose weight.
• Accelerates blood circulation.
• Provides deep and comfortable sleep.
• Facilitates throwing out of toxins.
• Cleans dermal pores, brings young and fresh look to human body.
• Strengthen the immune system.
• Decreases winter chilling.

www.suncare.com.tr +90 312 397 03 03
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SAUNA
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SWEAT FOR YOUR HEALTH...

Far-Infrared is a special medical characteristics heating system with high
medical effects. This technology, developed by NASA, is the primary
choice those who consider sauna as a serious health unit both in terms of
its technological and other several advantages. With its over 10 years of
experience, SunCare is the biggest manufacturer in Turkey in for infrared
saunas.

Central Bank villas, Keçiören
FAR-INFRARED
SAUNA
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FAR-INFRARED
SAUNA TECHNOLOGIES
This technology which has been commonly used throughout the world, is the invention of
American Aviation and Space Association NASA and this invention was initially used by NASA.
Technology, which has been developed in order to provide the appropriate heating of the
astronauts in long term space missions, after being used in hospitals as heating device in baby
incubators, was started to be used in living areas such as hotels, thermal facilities and beauty
centres.
Since it is an advanced technological system, it is superior than systems with classical heating
stoves both in terms of health effects and technical data. Since it has medical characteristics,
its health effects are more in comparison with saunas with classical heating stoves. It provides
more sweating in low temperatures like 50-60°C. There is no steam and humidity. Those who
have asthma and respiratory diseases and thus can not use classical sauna, may use far-infrared
sauna systems easily. It is a widely used system that takes place at the pages of health magazines.
It consumes so little electricity. Electricity consumption is about 1/3 of saunas with classical
heating stoves. Pre heating time is very short like 10-15 minutes.
Generally they are easy installable portable cabins with furniture equipped. There are no
processes like project, manufacture. Since they are able to be installed at every spaces without
manufacture process, they are generally preferred especially in houses, boutique sports-spa
managements, suit/king size luxury rooms of hotels.
Upon request, they can easily be on-site manufactured at demanded sizes.
SunCare, is wellknown and the most preferred company in Turkey in terms of infrared saunas.

+90 312 397 03 03
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FAR-INFRARED
SAUNA
Angora Houses, Beysukent

Tama.Ki Relaxation, Kozyatağı

COMPARISON OF FAR-INFRARED
SAUNA WITH CLASSICAL SAUNA

Superior Technical Specifications of Far-Infrared Sauna and a Simple Comparison...
In all of our portable sauna cabins, knot free and non resinous Canadian hemlock are used. For all
models to become ready, 10 minutes of pre heating will be adequate. It is controlled with digitalcontrol
panel. You will be heated with special structured carbon fiber far infrared heating panels. According
to model, it involves lcd tv / cd player / media player, audio system, illumination and aroma therapy
and ionizer. Window and door glasses are tempered.
It is designed in modular structure like the shape of furniture. Its installation takes only one hour.
It does not require any additional equipment, construction, termination during installation. In
case of need, it can be easily demounted and transported. All you need to operate is 220 V. Its
electricity consumption is very low. It is bill friendly.
Far-Infrared Sauna

Classical Saunas

Short (10-15 minutes)

Long (35-40 minutes)

40 - 65 0C

80 -100 0C

Air Circulation

Sweating in chill, humidity-free and
low temperature environment.

High temperature

Installation time

1 hour

1-2 day

Can be installed at small areas like 1
m2

Requires larger spaces

Electricity
consumption

1200 W - 2800 W / 220 V

4500 W - 9000 W / 380 V

Entertainment

Lcd tv, cd player, media player

-

Safe and direct effect Far-Infrared
heaters

Convectional heating from
high heat from heater

Real portability with its modular
structure

Mostly stable and not
possible to transport

Pre Heating Time
Temperature

Need of Space

Heat source
Portability
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BENEFITS OF FAR-INFRARED
SAUNAS FOR YOUR HEALTH

Dr.Mehmet Öz defines far-infrared saunas on which researches are published at prestigious
health magazines, as “Technology to extend your life…”
You will be surprised when you read the benefits of far-infrared saunas for your health.

It helps you to get purified from your toxins...
7 times more in comparison with classical saunas!

In our age, almost all foods and drinks we consume involve additives. Many studies point out that
such additives are composed of harmful chemicals. These harmful materials accumulate in our
body in everyday and in time cause serious and visible negative effects.
Thanks to deep sweating derived by far-infrared sauna, it will be very easy to purify your body
from such toxins.Beyond your imagination, you can detox 7 times more in comparison with
classical saunas. Table below shows the amount of fatl and toxins of an individual’s 100 unit of
sweat;
The amount of water in
sweat

THe amounts of toxin and fat in
sweat

Classical saunas

% 97

%3

Far-infrared saunas

% 80

% 20

Provides fitness and weight control...

Body, which is deeply heated by far-infrared heating starts to burn fats faster. The fat layer in our
body starts approximately 1 cm below the skin. In classical saunas the heat may diffuse 0,5 - 1 cm
below the skin while in far-infrared, the heat diffuses 4 - 4,5 cm below the skin and may break
up fat cells. Thus, you may burn 600-700 calories in one session. An average individual may loose
3-5 kg monthly in case of using far-infrared sauna regularly.

+90 312 397 03 03
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FAR-INFRARED
SAUNA

Far-infrared saunas may also be used supportive for curing obesity. You may examine the article
published at Magazine of Trakya University Faculty of Medicine Magazine related with the
subject.
Table below shows the amount of calories burned in half hour due to types of exercise.
Sports

Marathon
race

Swimming

Running

Tennis

Cycling

Walking

The amount
of calories
burnedı

590

300

300

265

225

150

It makes your cardio vascular system work...
SunCare far-infrared saunas enlarge your blood veins with its deep heating. Thus, it facilitates
clean blood to the far edges of your body easily. It is effective in hyper tension. It decreases
cholesterol. It regulates your heartbeat and pulse. Half hour use of SunCare sauna helps your
heart to work regularly like in a serious and scheduled sports activity due to your increasing
blood circulation.
Gives your skin back its flexibility and gives you beauty.
Far infrared heat, facilitates to throw out fats, toxins, chemicals and other harmful materials
that accumulate under your skin by sweating. Thus, enables several skin problems like acnes,
cellulites, eczema and similar. Your skin regains its flexibility and softness.
Strengthens your immune system.
Far-infrared heating system stimulates white cells in the blood and makes them active. Since
it facilitates regular operating of general body system, it strengthens your immune system.
Decreases winter chilling, very effective in cold.
It kills pain.
It helps your body to produce natural pain killer of your body endorphin. Endorphin is a secretion
that your body produces and which is thousand times stronger than morphine. Thus it kills many
pains in muscle and bone systems and joints, it gives you relief. It is a system that fastly responses
to calcification.

It is a real anti aging system
With all its characteristics mentioned above, it stimulates your organs and adenos. Re arranges
your general body structure. It stimulates testosterone in men and oestrogen in women. It
minimizes the negative effects on body and thus minimize effects of aging. Briefly SunCare farinfrared saunas are whole anti aging system in comparison with simple products which only have
regional effects.

Cypriot mansion, Kandilli

Makes you relief and relax.
SunCare far-infrared saunas are systems in which you feel can feel their positive effects on
chronical fatigue, stres, depression and exhaust.
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FAR-INFRARED
SAUNA

FAR INFRARED SAUNAS
IN MEDICAL JOURNALS
Several medical researches have been undertaken on far infrared heating technology of which SunCare is the pioneering manufacturer in Turkey. Researchers who came up with impressive results, had published their findings at international medical
articles.

1. It is guiding for young obese in IR sauna
weight control and cardiovascular condition.
2. Regular far infrared sauna therapy is an
effective method to correct endotel
functions in patients with atherosclerosis.
3. Repeated far-infrared sauna use protects
the body from oxidative stress and is advised
as a method that hinders atherosclerosis.
4. Far-infrared sauna use corrects vascular
endotel functions and facilitates the healing
of cardiac functions and clinical symptoms.
5. According

to

results

obtained

from

researches, regular far-infrared sauna use
it may be a promising method for chronic
fatigue syndrome.
6. Far-infrared sauna therapy may also be
considered as a beneficial method for minor

7. Far-infrared heating may stimulate lactation
in puepperant women and may be used in
such period.
8. Regular far-infrared sauna is a beneficial
implementation in patients with chronic
heart diseases of rhytm disorders.
9. In patients of peripheric vascular diseases,
regular far-infrared sauna use arranges
clinical symptoms, arranges current blood
circulation. This method may be used an an
extraordinary and new method for patients
with peripheric vascular diseases.
10. Infraredsaunatechniqueisaneffectivemethod
at early stage of “Rheumatoidarthritis” and
“Ankylosing spondylitis” patients without
requiring pyhsical activity which decreases
the fatigue and joint austerity.
11. In patients of Fibromyalgia, ihe decraese
in pain has been observed even from the
first session. Infrared sauna technology is an
effective method in fibromyalgia syndrome.

depression methods
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Trakya Üniversitesi Tıp Fakültesi Dergisi, Obezite ve Fiziksel Tıp Yöntemleri, 2006, Cilt 23
Journal of the American College of Cardiology, Endothelial Function, Vol:38, 2001, pg. 1083
Japanese Heart Journal, Mart 2004, Vol:45, No:2 Kagoshima Universty, Japan
J Am Coll Cardiol 2002;39:754-9, American College of Cardiology Foundation
Journal of Psychosomatic Research, Vol:58, Issue:4, Pages: 383-387
Psychosomatic Medicine, Respiratory and Stress Care Center, Kagoshima University,Japan
Ann Physiol Anthropol, Nisan 1990, 9(2):83-91, Osaka City, Japan
Circulation Journal, Vol: 68, Aralık 2004
Journal of the American College of Cardiology, Vol:50, No:22, 2007
Clin. Rheumatol 2009 28:29-34, Netherlands
Inter Med 47: 1473-1476, 2008, Japan

For the original copies of the articles
www.suncaresauna.com
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FAR-INFRARED
SAUNAS FOR YATCHS
SunCare does not only manufacture sauna on land but also on sea as well. We manufacture saunas
in competence with Turkish Loyd codes by combining rights materials with right craftsmanship with
its professional structure.
Those who want to manufacture saunas for their yachts and ships, may prefer infrared system
saunas of SunCare Spa implementations operating with 220 V which are safer and approved
by Turkish Loyd that provide 60 degrees more sweating, instead of saunas with sauna heating
stoves that rise up to 110 degrees. For your safety, sauna control panel operates with 12 V low
voltage.

Halas 71, Istinye
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COLOUR THERAPY
Color Therapy among SPA therapies, the effects of colors on human are being used. Color
therapy has been first determined and implemented by Ibn-i Sina.
Red: Speeds up blood pressure and respiration. Strengthens concentration. Helps taking quick
decisions. It appetizes. Makes you forget time.
White: Gives the feeling of being clean, purity and health. Symbolizes stability and sustainability.
Yellow: It is effective on digestive system. It prevents indigestion and constipation by providing
intestinal motility. Therapists use yellow colour for depression.
Green: It is a calming colour. It helps your body to throw out toxins. Lowers blood pressure
and prevents high pressure. It is good for chest diseases such as chronic bronchitis and asthma.
Increases visual capacity.
Blue: Relaxes nerve system. Balances body energy. It is effective on high pressure and hyper
tension.The most important characteristics is to help someone loose appetite.
Indigo Blue: It facilitates soothing as well as it takes away the feeling of tiredness.
Violet: Gives the feeling of calmness and comfort. It is used in headache and all aches in the body
and nerve system disorders.

www.suncare.com.tr

AROMATHERAPY
Magic of Essences
While using your infrared saunas, we recommend you to use aromatic oils. Aromatic oils of
which increase its effects with heat,also increases the pleasure and satisfaction of sauna use.
Carry the healing effects of oils with aromatherapy’s 6000 years of history.
Aromatherapy can be defined as using extracts of volatile and fragnant oils as supplementary
treatment for certain diseases.
Lavender: It is used for headache and insect bites. It is essential for fear, sleeping disorders and
depression.
Eucalyptus: Effective against virus. It is used for colds and respiratory problems.
Bergamot: It refreshes individuals and useful against stress.
Daisy: Arranges sleep, effective in muscle, bone and joint problems.
Rose: It is effective on allergies, migraine, circulation and menstruation problems.
Jasmine : It is beneficial for loss of sexual appetite and menstruation pain. Effective on dry and
sensitive skins.
Lemon: Kills microbes. Effective in colds, oral wounds and sore throat.
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FAR-INFRARED
SAUNA

E-01 ECO SAUNA
Special Carbon Fiber Heating System
In all SunCare far-infrared saunas models, special carbon fiber heating techniques.
With this system, heat is equally distributed to all sauna space and enables more comfortable
sweating. This unique technology is in Turkey for the first time with SunCare after United States
and Japan.

Digital Control Panel
Your sauna has digital control panel. With control panel you can regulate heat and time values
of your device and also control illumination. With automatic thermostat the temperature in the
cabin will be stable.

FM / MP3 Player
First in sauna pleasure….
SunCare gives you the opportunity to listen music during using sauna pleasure with USB, MP3
Player and FM radio specifications in ECO models.

Special Timber Structure
In all of SunCare products, non resinous and knot free Canadian timbers are used.

MP3
FM
FM RADYO
MP3 PLAYER

LED
ILLUMINATION

REAL
PORTABILITY

VENTILATION
CLACK

2
G

220 V
ECONOMIC ELECTRICITY
CONSUMPTION

HOME TYPE
USAGE

A

CE QUALITY
CERTIFICATE

YIL
T İ
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Power: 1400 Watt
Measurements: 96 x 91 x 190 cm

91 cm

45 cm

96 cm

50 cm
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M SERIAL SAUNAS
Special carbon fiber heating system
In all types of SunCare far-infrared sauna systems, special carbon fiber heating technology is
used.
With this system, heat is distributed equally in the sauna space and provides you more
comfortable sweating opportunity.This unique technology is for the first time in Turkey after
United States and Japan!

Digital Control Panel
Your sauna has digital control panel. Via control panel, you may regulate temperature and time
values and control illumination. With its automatic thermostat temperature will stay stable.

7’’ monitored Media Player
First in sauna pleasure…
SunCare presents you multimedia entertainment opportunity such as picture, music and video
while using your sauna thanks to its 7” monitored, USB, SD & MMC input internal media player.

Aromatherapy
Put the natural aroma oils inside the aroma box and enjoy your sauna in beautiful therapy
essences.

Color Therapy
Another specification that becomes a standard with SunCare.
In different 7 colors, light therapy will enlighten your soul…

Special Timber Structure
In all of SunCare products, non resinous and knot free Canadian timbers are used.

MP3

RGB

VİDEO
7’’ MONITORED
VIDEO PLAYER

LED
ILLUMINATION

VENTILATION
CLACKS

AROMATHERAPY

COLOR
THERAPY

2
G

220 V
REAL
PORTABILITY

ECONOMIC ELECTRICITY HOME TYPE
CONSUMPTION
USAGE

A
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125 cm
115 cm

45 cm

55 cm

M02
Power: 1800 Watt
Measurements: 125x115x190 cm

155 cm
130 cm

45 cm

55 cm

M03
Power: 2400 Watt
Measurements: 155x130x190 cm

185 cm
45 cm

130 cm

45 cm

M04
Power: 2400 Watt
Measurements: 185x130x190 cm

55 cm

45 cm

55

cm

155 cm
45 cm

75 cm

75 cm

155 cm

M05
Power: 2700 Watt
Measurements: 155x155x190 cm
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T LUXURY
SERIAL SAUNAS

FAR-INFRARED
SAUNA

Special Carbon Fiber Heating System
In all SunCare far-infrared sauna models, special carbon fiber heating technology is used.
With this system, heat is distributed equally in the sauna space and provides you more
comfortable sweating opportunity. This unique technology is for the first time in Turkey after
United States and Japan!

Digital Control Panel
Your sauna has digital control panel. Via control panel, you may regulate temperature and time
values and control illumination. With its automatic thermostat temperature will stay stable.

7’’ monitored Media Player
First in sauna pleasure…
SunCare presents you multimedia entertainment opportunity such as picture, music and video
while using your sauna thanks to its 7” monitored, USB, SD & MMC input internal media player.

Aromatherapy
Put the natural aroma oils inside the aroma box and enjoy your sauna in beautiful therapy
essences.

Color Therapy
Another specification that turns into standard with SunCare…
7 different colors of light therapy will enlighten your soul…

MP3

RGB

VİDEO
7’’ MONITORED
VIDEO PLAYER

LED
ILLUMINATION

VENTILATION
CLACKS

AROMATERAPİ

COLOR
THERAPY

2
G

220 V
REAL
PORTABILITY

ECONOMIC
ELECTRICITY
CONSUMPTION

HOME TYPE
USAGE

A

CE QUALITY
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Timbers that cause addiction: Canadian Red Cedar!
Red Canadian Cedar, which delivers the timber with the best odor is only used in Luxury T series.
This odor will mesmerize you from the first moment you step in your sauna, you will enter into
different worlds.
Your sauna pleasure has never been this much magnificient!
We are very assertive!You will never value any of your furniture this much!

125 cm
115 cm

45 cm

T02 LUXURY
Power: 1800 Watt
Measurements: 125x115x190 cm

55 cm

155 cm
130 cm

45 cm

55 cm

T03 LUXURY
Power: 2400 Watt
Measurements: 155x130x190 cm

45 cm

55

cm

155 cm
45 cm

75 cm

75 cm

155 cm

T05 LUXURY
Power: 2700 Watt
Measurements: 155x155x190 cm
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SPECIALLY DESIGNED
FAR-INFRARED SAUNAS

Yeşil Barış mansions, Çayyolu

In all over the world far-infrared sauna systems are manufactured as ready made cabins. But this
is not the case for SunCare. In order to limit our customers in such borders, just like in classical
saunas, far-infrared saunas are also manufactured at every requested size.

www.suncare.com.tr
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TRANSFORMATION FROM
CLASSICAL SAUNA TO
FAR-INFRARED SYSTEM
You already have a sauna. Classical sauna with heating stove…
You recently noticed the effects of far-infrared saunas.
If you want to get benefit from the advanced health effects of far-infrared heating technologies
and want to introduce your customers with this technology, SunCare also presents you solution
alternatives.
With SunCare, you can easily transform your existing sauna into a one with far-infrared technology.

Private property, Cunda island
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STEAM ROOM
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MASTER CRAFTSMANSHIP,
ENGINEERING POINT OF VIEW

We manufacture qualified steam rooms all composed of special materials
both water and heat resistant from infrastructure to panelling materials, from
ceiling to illumination, from generator to door.
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STEAM ROOM

Next Level, Söğütözü

STEAM ROOM MANUFACTURE
SunCare manufactures Steam room to all spaces you dream of and design. Main construction of
the steam room may be composed of several materials such as glass mosaic, ceramic, acrylic or
marble upon your request. Glass mosaic provides aesthetic and colourful look. It is one of the
most appropriate materials for steam rooms.It is very adoptable to curves lines of steam rooms.
It is durable.
In the steam rooms composed of glass mosaic, special steam room sitting groups with their aesthetic
look and ergonomic structure are used. SunCare is the main manufacturer of these special steam
room sitting groups.
Steam rooms may also be partially or totally composed of ceramic as well.Considering the price,
it is relatively more appropriate in comparison with glass mosaic, but it is a weaker material in
terms of visuality.
Acrylic is another material that may be preferred in manufacturing steam rooms. It is easy to clean.
Has high level of durability. It is extremely hygienic with zero grout. Thus, there are several steam
rooms of which only benches are made of acrylic. Portable steam cabins and steamed compact
systems are manufactured only with acrylic materials.
Marble is the most enduring ant most natural material to be used in steam room manufacture. Its
cleaning is easy and hygiene values are high. In the intensely used areas marble is the most appropriate
choice. But it should be kept in mind that marble is a cold material. Thus, in marble steam rooms, -at
least in benches part- heating systems are used.
In the steam rooms, all kinds of details from benches to walls, from ceiling to illumination are important.
Frequently broken steam generators, the doors that intake cold air, a ceiling that drops cold water due
to condensation, losing its dye and getting unsound, continuously blowing lights, benches that collect
water due to reverse flows….
Steam rooms that are not constructed properly would be the most problematic part in a large facility.
SunCare steam rooms combine the most appropriate materials with correct techniques.
In steam room manufacture, we work considering and designing many aspects such as structure that
may lead water that derive from condense of steam, IP standards of electricity products, technical
volume where the steam generator will be located, steam line, a design to hinder the condensation
on the ceiling.

+90 312 397 03 03
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PORTABLE STEAM CABINS
& COMPACT SYSTEMS
Tylö Impression
STEAM ROOM

Compact shower and steam cabin are together…
Along with Tylö steam generator with the power of 220V ~ 4,5 kW/hour
Digital control panel
Essence reservoir steam nozzle
Left/right installation options
White and black color options
With or without basins
3 different measurements:112,5 x 112,5 –
132,5 x 92,5 – 172,5 x 92,5 ; h:210 cm

Tylö Panacea
Brilliant, very special design
Internal color therapy and essence
Reservoir suitable both for private use or commercial facilities
Black and white color options
Use with or without basins
Heated ceiling upon request
Tx models include internal steam columns with
6 different measures: 133 x 93 tx – 173 x 93 tx – 170 x 170
210 x 170 – 250 x 210 – 250 x 250 cm

Sanica Compact Systems

Whatever you like, daily shower, steam room
hydro massage system
pleasure of Jacuzzi
With a single product, let your bath turns into joy SPA…
Detailed information/measures/models please refer to: Page 128

Next Level, Söğütözü

Steam Cabins with hydro massage units for 1-2 persons
suitable for private/commercial use…
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ECO
MOSAICS
SCM-120

SCM-122

SCM-124

SCM-137

SCM-183

SCM-184

SCM-188

SCM-117

SCM-005

SCM-008

SCM-012

SCM-034

SCM-040

SCM-042

SCM-050

SCM-051

SCM-052

SCM-061

SCM-110

SCM-111

SCM-113

SCM-125

STANDARD
MOSAICS
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LUXURY
MOSAICS
L20-11

L20-12

L20-13

L20-03

L20-34

L20-04

L20-40

L20-44

L20-50

L20-52

L20-53

L20-60

L20-65

L20-66

L20-68

L20-07

L20-09

L20-33

STEAM ROOM

L20-69
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STEAM GENERATORS
For
sustainable
and
problem
free
steam
room pleasure, SunCare
uses high class of steam
generators.
Steam
generator is determined
in line with the volume
of your space. Material of
steam room, its isolation
level,
condition
of
ventilation are also issues
should be taken into
account while choosing
the appropriate steam
generator. Steam generators
have two different types with
resistance and electrode. Models
with resistant type with higher steam levels
are mostly preferred. Models with electrodes have the
mechanism to deliver softer level of steam. It has longer longevity. But their capacity can not
surpass a certain level.
As the result of long lasting research and development activities, SunCare manufactures
the first CE certificated steam generators in Turkey. Our steam generators are composed
of stainless steel with longevity. All models include full automatic discharge valves. It is
used together with control panel which has flexible look and key lock. For visual integrity
control panels of generators and heating stoves are manufactured the same. For the safety
of users, control panels operate with low voltage of 12 Volt.
Another important aspect like steam generator is the steam pipe and steam exit caps. It is
carried to steam room via steam pipes specially designed with curves in line with 1000 C
of steam. Special steam nozzles are used in order to distribute the steam inside the room
avoiding the users to burn.
Since steam generators are not located and installed completely, they become candidates for
the most frequently seen breakdowns. We plan several different aspects for the device to
operate with maximum capacity, such as calcification preventive system, ensuring pipe and
piping line composed of most appropriate material for steam to be transferred to steam room,
adopting of appropriate essence units to system in order to use such essences. SunCare makes
installation for all its products in competence with the requirements of current legislations.
Gives necessary training about the use of products.

www.suncare.com.tr

CALCIFICATION PREVENTION
SOLUTIONS FOR STEAM
GENERATORS
Steam generators are devices that transform
the water inside the boiler into continuous
steam with high electricity power. In order
for device to operate productively, the
network water provided at access at least
1 French toughness. But this condition
can not be met in our country’s water
of networks. Because in our country,
calcification values are 15 or even 20 times
of required values.
Let us summarize briefly the things you
should do to ensure longevity of your steam
generator.
If your steam use is more than 8-10 hours in
a week, you should use automatic calcification
preventer at the entry of device.
If your steam use is less than 8-10 hours in a week,
depending on the power and use hours of device, you have
to use anti-lime scale solvent.
Both for private and commercial use, when your use of steam generator is
completed, the hot water in the boiler should be is discharged.This process can be undertaken
by manual or by automatic systems. Especially in commercial facilities, the workers in charge mostly
forget this process and thus water inside the boiler gets cold and cause calcification. Thus, we
recommend you to choose a device involving automatic discharge system. If your existing system
does not involve automatic discharge, it can be added afterwards. You can take support from our
company on this subject.
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Büyük Anadolu Hotel, Söğütözü

STEAM ROOM
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SPECIAL PRODUCTS AND
ACCESSORIES FOR STEAM ROOMS
Since high temperature and water exist together in steam rooms, all
products and accessories should be chosen with considering these
two aspects.
Steam Room Lounge Suits: They are manufactured with special
patterns of curved lines, ergonomic lumbar support, slope
that provides condensed water fall to the ground and paneling
characteristics appropriate for glass mosaic construction.
Steam Room Doors: Doors of steam room should be made of
aluminum case in order not to be affected from humidiy.
Existence of sealing gasket is important for
protection of heat. Their hinges,
magnets and similar components
should be stainless. SunCare
manufactures its own steam room
doors. It easily provides your special
brand preferences like Tylö.
Emergency Systems: Emergency button for the steam
room in commercial facilities. Cable and cable free models.

www.suncare.com.tr
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Steam Room Ceilings: Mistakes in construction of steam room ceilings, cause condense,
condensation of steam on the ceiling. Condensed steam on the ceiling fall on users as cold
drops. Thus, the ceiling should be constructed with arched structure and with vaults. Since
the ceiling in steam rooms will stay continuously wet, in SunCare steam rooms should be
constructed of pvc, aqua, ctp, or acrylic materials. The material of the ceiling is determined
according whether the main structure of steam room is of glass mosaic, acrylic or marble and
the desired type of illumination.
Steam Room Illumination: The structure that is used in the ceiling of steam rooms, determine
the type of illumination. Spots, appliqués, hidden channeled led illumination can be implemented.
Whatever type of illumination you choose, all materials have IP55, IP65 or IP67 specifications
of international protection standards. With these protection specifications, our illuminations
have safety and resistance against steam and water.
Fiber Optical Light Games: By creating a night full of stars effect, you can bring the ceilings of
steam rooms an attractive and catchy look. Fiber optic is the small and large sparkling game of
lights. It is also used in Turkish bath (hamam) domes.
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ESSENCE IMPLEMENTATIONS
IN STEAM ROOMS
Enriching the warm and soft atmosphere of steam rooms with aromatic essences,
carries the relaxing effect of your sauna to a higher level. You have a couple of
options to use these essences in your steam rooms:

Tylö Fresh Basic / CC

Professional type essence device specially designed for steam
rooms.It is installed at latest 2 meters away from outside of the
steam room. It operates silently and automatically. It has basic model
and control unit CC model. CC model product both controls indensity
and intervals of the essence.

SunCare Essence Pumps

Suncare also produces special essence pumps for its own essences. Essences pumps are
connected to steam line. Amount and duration may be regulated in line with the size of the
room. It operates full automatically. It can operate integrated with old and new all steam
generators.

Essence Reservoir Nozzles
SunCare steam nozzles have essence
reservoirs. Essences that are dropped
to reservoir are distributed to room via
steam. Its more appropriate for boutique
and home use.

+90 312 397 03 03
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The widest steam room essences are in SunCare from menthol to eucalyptus, from orange
to mango…
Essences turn your steam rooms into an attractive and joyful environment with their nice
smells.
How is steam room essence is used?

• With essence pipes;
Locate essence bottle to the access part of your essence pipe.
Your essence pipes provide essence to your steam room due to amount and intervals you
decide….

• With essence wombed steam nozzle;
Apply a few drops with essence wombed steam nozzle.
Essence will be distributed all around steam room with heat and steam.
Our steam Room Essences
Eucalyptus

Menthol

Orange Cinemon

Lavender

Lemon

Spruce

Orange vanilla

Green apple

Pine

Rose-Plum

Tropical

Mango

STEAM ROOM

ESSENCES FOR
STEAM ROOMS

STEAM ROOM
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BENEFITS OF
STEAM ROOM
Steam rooms are unique spaces for those who do not like high temperatures and want to
sweat in softer and tranquil environment.
Steam room is one of the ways of detox and being purified from harmful substances. With the
use of steam room, pores on the skin are opened, toxins are removed.
Use of steam room provides a relaxing space for the patients with sinusitis, bronchitis and
allergic diseases. Decreases your cough, relaxes your muscles. Your pores are opened, skin is
purified from dead cells and turns into smooth and alive look. Accelerates circulation system.
Facilitates oxygen access to your cells. It takes away your fatigue and stress. Getting inside steam
room after exercise, will help discharging lactic acid that cause pain in muscles.

www.suncare.com.tr
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Enpark, Beytepe
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TURKISH BATH (HAMAM)
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THE RELAXING MAGNIFICENCE
OF MARBLE...

We put the Hamam, an important aspect of our culture, again in our daily
lives. Its every stage, beginning with heating system, its marble, its basin, tiles,
its navel stone, dome and doors, all are processed with great attention. Either
traditional designs, or modern interpretations…
The healing of marble is at your service with SunCare…

www.suncare.com.tr

TURKISH HAMAM
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Büyük Anadolu Otel, Söğütözü
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Boutique Hotel, Datça

TURKISH HAMAM
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TURKISH HAMAM MANUFACTURE
We manufacture Turkish baths (Hamam), one important aspect of our culture, in master
hands… Either traditional Ottoman baths (hamam) with many users, or home type baths with
modern design… We produce baths in our own facilities which you will consider they are for
sultans, which you will notice the relaxing effects even at the first moment you see them.
A good Hamam should be constructed of hard and pore free marble… Its jointing should be
at minimum level in order to ensure hygiene… Water channels of the bath should be designed
in order to water directly reach to discharge point. Marbles should be located so that they will
not disturb the look with their veins and tissues.
Any structure made of marble can not be considered as Hamam just by adding a basin in it.
What makes a bath as a real Hamam is the heat. The marble should be excellently heated for
a space to be considered as Hamam. Benches, back supports, and all parts where the users
contact should be heated in line with the purpose. Especially the navel stone should be heated
more than all other points in order to make the users sweat when they lie on it.
Settlement of basins, distances among basins, height of faucets from basin, planning of illumination, details of ceiling, dome, ventilation and water isolation…
Briefly the bath is not a single marble implementations but a special manufacture that require
proficiency and experience.
All technical and visual aspects, are individually considered and designed for hamam projects
by SunCare.

www.suncare.com.tr
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Ankorman Houses, Beysukent

Büyük Anadolu Otel, Söğütözü
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HOTEL AND SOCIAL
FACILITY HAMAM

Inspiring Hamam for many users, with high ceilings, domes, columns, navel stones, detailed
illuminations are at your facilities and hotels with SunCare… Send your project to us and let
us make your dreams come true in master hands. Our biggest references are the works we
have already undertaken…
Keep in mind, hamam are constructed for once… A Turkish bath with right materials and
correct craftsmanship would be the best service for your customers.

www.suncare.com.tr
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HOME TYPE HAMAM
Hamam do not require large spaces. You can turn a small room in your house or parents
bath easily into a hamam. Even you can turn a part of your bath into Hamam. Besides,
even at small size, you can have the full pleasure of a hamam from the heating system to
basin, Ottoman faucets to traditional tiling.
Hamam, the aspects of resting, relaxing and pleasure of our culture, reach to your homes
with SunCare. We are at your service for our special, mini hamam solutions for your
homes.
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HAMAM HEATING SYSTEMS
All marbles in hamam which will directly contact the users should be totally heated. Benches,
floor, back support and navel stones should be heated to different temperatures.
Heating system in hamam is extremely important since it is located under the marble. Since
return would be significantly important, project should be properly prepared and pre-tests
should be undertaken.
Hamam are heated basically with 2 different principles:
Heating with hot water
In the heating of large sized Hamam as in hotels and facilities, hot water is preferred. Its more
economic and high temperatures can be easily provided. Heating pipes that are places on
special heat isolation plague are transmitted to each points of hamam. Thus, heat isolation and
heating of all hamam space is ensured.
Electricity Heating
We recommend you electricity heating for the facilities that are unable to provide hot water
continuously and home type small spaces. Electricity heating systems are commended through
special control panels. In digital models, days and hours are determined and you can program on
which days and which hours of the week you prefer to heat the hamam. With this opportunity,
you never wait your bath to get heated. Your hamam will be hot and at your service whenever
you want…
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MARMARA EKVATOR

MARMARA PANDA

MARMARA WHITE

MARMARA BOOKMATCH

KEMALPAŞA WHITE

BURDUR BEIGE

AFYON WHITE

AFYON SUGAR

AFYON VIOLET

EMPERADOR DARK

EMPERADOR LIGHT

BIANCO CARRARA

TURKISH HAMAM

HAMAM MARBLE TYPES
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TURKISH HAMAM
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WARMNESS
Traditional hamams are composed of three sections. The space called heat is the bath
itself. The part called Camekan where people are undressed, is considered as the access
of hamam. Warmness is the part between cold undressing part and hot part where your
body is being prepared for hamam. After getting out of hamam, it is used for same purpose
not to get in the cold environment suddenly but to warm your body. In large historical
hamams, warmness is large. There are warmed marble benches. Toilets and the part called
gizzard exist in warmness. Even in some of hamams, there are some washing glove rooms
and washing rooms with basins who do not prefer hot environments. Warmness turns
into a physical and mental relaxing area with a pool and fountain made of marble.
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TURKISH HAMAM
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Büyük Anadolu Hotel, Söğütözü
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TURKISH HAMAM
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Private Property, Çayyolu

DOORS OF HAMAM
Like all other components of hamam, doors also
require special craftsmanship Hamam doors may also
be in different designs like the baths. They can be
preferred in accordance with the architecture of the
space as well as a visual to independently complete
hamam. There are numerous alternatives such as
traditional doors with the patterns of Ottoman and
Seljuk periods, doors with mallets of which own
weight compose a natural bow system or Seljuk
kündekari wooden doors.
In case all doors in a space for sauna, steam room and
similar are made of glass, door of hamam may also be
composed of glass in order to obtain visual integrity.

Yeşil Barış Mansions, Çayyolu

TURKISH HAMAM
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TURKISH HAMAM
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AC-1

AC-2

AC-3

AC-4

AC-6

AC-10

AC-12

AC-13

AC-15

AC-17

AC-19

AC-20

AC-24

AC-25

AC-30

AC-32

AC-44

AC-45

AC-49

AC-54

AC-56

AC-60T

AC-72

AC-82

AC-85

TILES
The main material that turns baths into traditional hamams are the tiles. All tiles, all designs, all colors
are visual festivals to carry you into the journey of history. The tiles can be applied behind the basins or
completely on walls or around the hamam as strips.

P 621

P 624
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P 625
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P 62

PANELS
If you want to make a hamam special, you have to use panels. Panels can be made of hand made special design
tiles or master of arts made of marble.
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Oran Residence, Çankaya

HAMAM CEILINGS
AND DOMES
Hamams are completed with ceilings of different kinds due to their styles and purpose
of use. Domes are necessary for large baths with high ceilings. For thin and long type
hamams, ecliptical domes may be used. In home type small hamams, more plain and light
pooled ceilings are applied.
Since hamams are spaces that involve high amounts of humidity, the ceilings should be
made of special materials. In case the materials are not appropriate for ceiling manufacture,
there may be defaults or even collapses in the ceiling. SunCare only manufactures ceilings
with materials that are used in wet environments such as Aqua, CTP or acrylic.

www.suncare.com.tr
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VINTAGE LIGHTINGS
FOR HAMMAMS
Hamam relax our souls and bodies with water and hot water but
with the style of illumination. The effects of soft lights are much
more stronger in comparison with much illuminated hamams.
SunCare presents several product options at this point. Traditional
Ottoman style glass illuminations, modern styled dominated
illuminations, hidden led illumination, fiber optical illuminations
that may present night and stars vision inside the dome...One of
either traditional or modern illumination is exactly for you...
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SALT ROOM
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TAKE A DEEP BREATH AND
RELAX.

Salt is an important for humanity. It is not only used for nutrition but is a
material that refreshes and repairs the body. We carry the healing effects
of salt mimes that are known globally to your centres for a healthy life.

www.suncare.com.tr
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SALT ROOM

SALT ROOM MANUFACTURE
Salt room is a system that has been developed in order to transfer the healing effects of salt
mines to alternative healing clinics and even to homes. The main specification of salt is water
retention. The main aspect of this is to add the micro particulars of salt into the air. Breathing
this salt in forms of micro particulars will naturally clean respiratory system. Salt, which is a
microbial material, naturally cleans the respiratory ways. Thus, you can breath easily, may take
more oxygen when you take the same amount of air.
Provides a deep relief in patients with asthma, shortness of breath, KOAH and sinusitis. Again,
related with respiratory system, it is a method that significantly contributes to the treatment of
sleep disorders, sleep apnoea, waking up tired all deriving from not breathing properly.
Salt therapy is a process that was initiated by Dr. Felix Boczkowski in 1843 after he had noticed
that the workers in the salt mines of Wieliczka city of Poland had not faced with any respiratory
diseases and examining the issue scientifically and reporting his findings. Following this event,
inside this mine in Poland, the first salt therapy center in world had been opened. In the
following years, similar therapy centres had been opened throughout the world in salt mines
and caves. Among these countries, we can mention Austria, Romania, Kyrgyzstan, Russia,
Ukraine, Slovakia, Belarus, Pakistan and Nakhcevan. Duzdağ Cave in Nakhcevan has been
serving as a hospital for diseases of respiratory system such as asthma and shortness of breath
since 1980.

www.suncare.com.tr
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Since anyone on earth who needs such kind of treatment may not have access to those
limited number of facilities, studies have been undertaken to provide the similar effects of
micro climatic environment of salt mines. These healing effects are tried to be obtained with
salt rooms and salt saunas with micro climatic effects in Spa centers, healthy life clubs and
alternative treatment centers.
SunCare manufactures three different types of salt rooms; one with particular salts which is
called drawing technique, or Himalayan salt bricks which have better visual effects, or concepts
designed as caves.
No matter how decorative you make it, paneling a room with salt does not make such room a
salt room. In order salt rooms to be beneficial, there has to be salt generator that spreads salt
particulars. A room without salt generator is useless.
The relaxing effect of salt caves that open your breath is now beside you with the salt rooms
of SunCare!
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SALT ROOM

SALT GENERATORS
Salt generators are devices that allow salt particulars to spread into the room. Thanks to
salt generators, users may experience relaxing and healing effects of salt mines. Thus, rooms
without salt generators may not be accepted as salt rooms.
This system may be dry spray, liquid spray or ionization according to the space and type of
device.
In dry system, device in which salt is put in, minimizes the salt to an amount that can be served
as dry spray. Salt,which is minimized to such small amounts, spreads into the room.In liquid
spraying, the salt inside the water is spread inside the room via liquid spray.
Ionization system is the system which
continuously spreads low amounts of salt.
It is used together with salt bricks. It can
also easily be used in salt therapy walls
in the houses and business places, not
just only in salt rooms. The same system
is being used in home type salt therapy
panels. It operates silently. You do not
notice the fan or spray. Patent rights of
Ionization system only belong to SunCare
Spa Implemetations.
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BENEFITS OF SALT ROOM
In the environment where SunCare Salt Therapy system operates, it ionizes natural rock
salt as micro particulars and form the micro climatic effect of salt caves. Thus, you have the
opportunity to experience the beneficial effects of salt mines in all environments you are in.
Diseases, which salt therapy in salt mines contribute to theirtreatment are:
Nose Stuffiness
Snoring Related with Respiratory System
Post Nazal Drainage
Sleeping disorders
Waking Exhausted

Furthermore, data obtained from the clinical researches undertaken on salt therapy, in the
body analyzes of individuals who took salt therapy, the amount of carbon di oxide decreases
while the amount of oxygen increases. Depending on the increasing amount of oxygen, a
significant increase has been observed in quality of life.
This study shows us that;
• Smokers,
• People who work in dusty environments such as construction business or timber manufacture,
• People who work in environments which have negative effects on respiratory system such
as mines, industry or chemical business,
• Those who spend so much time in traffic in metropolitans,
• Those who live in cities with air pollution.

SALT ROOM

Asthma
Allergic Asthma
Asthma, Bronchitis
Shortness of Breath
Sinusitis
Chronic Cough
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Will have serious benefits while taking salt therapy. Those who do not have any respiratory
diseases but take salt therapy, are reported to have benefits like increasing sleeping quality and
they declared they woke up alive and fresh in the mornings. Salt is also a natural antiseptic. This
means, it is an antimicrobial material. From the early ages of history, salting is applied to meat
and similar foods to keep them fresh. Since it ionizes salt to the environment, salt therapy has
antibacterial effects and decreases the efficiency level of the microbes.
We can mention more technical and scientific data on salt therapy as follows:

SALT ROOM

Medical articles published on salt therapy:
1- In the study undertaken on 49 patients with bronchitis, it is determined that, salt therapy
arranges the distribution of free oxygen radicals, increases local immunity and accelerates
the clinical course.
2- It is determined that, in chronic bronchitis patients, salt therapy applied supplementary to
medical treatment has positive effects on patients.
3- In the study executed on 124 patients with different respiratory diseases, the clinical situations
of those who took salt therapy were positively observed, a decrease was determined in
bronchial resistance.
4- The results of the study on 393 asthma and chronic obstructive lung disease patients showed
that, a significant change of values were observed on paraclinical parameters (respiration
frequency, oxygen saturation and partial pressure on blood gases).

+90 312 397 03 03
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5- In the study executed with 32 asthma patients, salt therapy applied with treatment, decreased
excessive bronchial sensitivity.
6- In the study undertaken with 29 patients of chronic bronchitis and asthma disease,
remarkable positive results have been determined on air flow parameters of the lungs and
on blood pressure after salt therapy.
1- Effectiveness of halotherapy of chronic bronchitis patients, Voprosy Kurortologii, Fizjoterapii, I Lechebnoi Kultury, 2000/6:21-24
2- Effects of halotherapy on free radical oxidation in patients with chronic bronchitis, Klinische Kaia Meditsina, 2000, 78(12):37-40
3- Halotherapy for treatment of respiratory diseases, Journal of Aerosol Medicine, 1995(8),3:221-232
4- SaltMed, Therapeutics, Pharmacology and Clinical Toxicology, 2010/3:201-204
5- The effect of salt chamber treatment on broncial hyperresponsiveness in asthmatics, Allergy, 2006/61:605-610
6- The use of artificial microclimate chamber in the treatment of patients with chronic obstructive lung diseases, Voprosy Kurortologii,
Fizjoterapii, I Lechebnoi Kultury, 1997/4:19-21

• Patients with high blood pressure.
• Patients with coronary failure
• Those with urinary calculus and gail stones
• Those who are under cancer treatment
• Tuberculosis patients
Warning: SunCare Salt Therapy is not a device or treatment that directly treat your health
problems. Salt therapy is a system designed to increase the life quality of people with the
patients with above mentioned diseases. For all your health problems, please first refer to your
physician.

SALT ROOM

All age groups, from babies to old ones .may comfortably use salt therapy. Salt therapy is not
a medicine. If any, it does not interact with the medicine you use. But, there are still some
conditions where salt therapy is not adviced:
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FOR THOSE WITH
HIGH EXPECTATIONS…

You have several alternatives beyond the standard services of sauna, steam
room or Turkish bath. Supplementary sps applications such s snow fountains,
adventure shower, shock showers, mud baths, heated benches and massage
units are at your service with SunCare…
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SHOCK SHOWER BUCKET
A whole new type of shower in order to meet the shocking need after getting out of hot spaces
like sauna, steam room…. Cold water falling from the head of user with single move…
It has 15 litters of water capacity. Its reservoir is automatic. It automatically fills the water and when
it is full, it is ready to use again. The height should be at least 240 cm for use.
Its more economic and hygienic in comparison with shock pools.
With shower bucket, bring fun and little entertainment to your spa areas.
AlpFit Club, Ortaca-Muğla

Special Spa
Applications
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A COMPLETELY NEW SHOWER
EXPERIENCE…

“

ADVENTURE SHOWER
Special Spa
Applications

Adventure showers will take you new destinations…
Shower options with different rain types, essences from the heart of nature, visual light effects,
thunders and tropical effects and other surprise characteristics…. Will stimulate all your
senses. You will feel a different kind of relief you have never experienced before.
A system that has to be in all Spa center and sports club projects…
4 programmed adventure shower operation sample:
Program 1: After starting the program, hot odored tropical rain environment is constituted for
user. Simultaneously with the start of the rain, it is integrated with sounds of ocean and red
light.
Program 2: Hot tropical rain is replaced with a cold rain shower and mist rain. The type of the
rain is dependent on the sprinkler used. The light environment in the cabin is in a soft transition
from red to blue in line with water sound effect.

Program 4: It makes massage over the side nozzles. Cabin light environment turns from blue to red
with the sounds of waves and seagulls. In the last stage of the program, hot massage is delivered
from side nozzles while chilling rain from mist nozzles. The light of the cabin softly turns from blue
to green and green to red with the singing voices of the birds.
A note to Remember: You need a technical space for the machine control unit of adventure
showers.

Sirello Houses, Çorlu

Program 3:Hot and fruit essence tropical rain is started to be sprinkled through side nozzles.
User gets relaxed in a hot environment which begins with thunder and hurricane light animation
and continues with thunder sound effects.
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HEATED LOUNGERS
They are the most preferred products in the resting areas of Spa centers. It is used for relaxing your
body following hot-cold implementations. They cover your body with their special ergonomic designs.

Special Spa
Applications

It regulates blood circulation. They have relaxing effect on nerve system. Strengthens immune system.
Helps dissolving of cramps in muscles. Helps your body to turn to normal after hot and cold therapies.

•
•
•
•
•
•

CCan be constructed of glass mosaic/marble.
Colors and patterns can be chosen.
It includes electricity heating system.
It has control panel.
Its sizes are: 70 x 205 x 86 cm
Can be manufactured in special sizes.
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ICE FOUNTAINS
Another method used for chilling your body after hot implementations like sauna
or steam room. It has softer chilling effect in comparison with shock shower or
shock pool. Snow, taken from the snow mountain are put on arms and legs of the
body with circular movements. It refreshes your skin, accelerates blood circulation
and strengthens immune system.
It can be manufactured in different designs by using materials such as marble, glass
mosaic, wood or chrome.

Special Spa
Applications

Snow fountains operate with system with photo cells. When the level of snow
reaches to a certain level, the system gets into holding position. As the amount of
snow in the bowl is used, the device starts to work again and produces snow. It is
an economic spa application which does not require maintenance.
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SNOW ROOM

Special Spa
Applications

Snow room is a cold therapy room that has high level of heat isolation with the help of
special equipments. It is used to regulate blood circulation after getting out of hot spaces
like sauna and steam room. But, while the snow fountain allows implementation manually,
the snow room gives the opportunity to implement snow to all body. In the entry part,
you need space for special technical room for pre warming and location of devices. It can
be built plain and modern as well as in impressive designs such as caves.

www.suncare.com.tr

RASSOUL BATH
An old Arabic tradition rassoul is known as mud bath. It is composed of combination of
steam bath and mud. A special mixture of mud is applied to body. With the help of heat
from benches, the mud is being dried on the body.
With steam generator operating, the mud is rewetted. Wetting mud absorbs the dirt in
the skin.
Rassoul ritual ends with shower.
Rassoul, mentioned among natural therapies is used as a precaution against several
diseases.
It stimulates immune and circulation systems, relaxes and strengthens the body.
Mud baths especially support dry, damaged or sensitive skins.
It is a type of bath for acnes, pores and egzama.
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Special Spa
Applications

MASSAGE BEDS
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MASSAGE OILS
Our massage oils produces for Spa centers, are totally organic. Tens of massage oils from
jasmine to lavender, from coconut to mango and to vanilla, are at your service.

Wind of Anatolia

Egzotic

Classical massage oil Pomegranate

Honey&Orange

Rose

Kiwi

Daisy

Honey

Coconut

Lavender

Orage

Balance&Beauty

Linden

Lemon

Peach

Flower Garden

Fig

Mango

Cinnamon

Strawberry

Cacao

Wind of Bosporus

Vanilla

Wind of Sea

Watermelon

Violet

Jasmine

Special Spa
Applications

SunCare Massage Oils
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SPA LOUNGERS
SunCare resting beds give you the opportunity of a unique experience with their ergonomic designs
and comfort at Spa centers in warmness, resting and pool areas.

Special Spa
Applications

•
•
•

Wooden structure enduring to water, humidity and steam
Ergonomic design for your body…
Special paneling designed for intense use…

+90 312 397 03 03
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SUN LOUNGERS
Wooden loungers appropriate to be used in pool, beaches or home type use
Teak, Iroko and alder options…
Wheeled models,
Back adjustable models,
Models with service tables,
Economic plastic models.

Special Spa
Applications

•
•
•
•
•
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CHARMING PHASE OF WATER

Water is the source of life in its every form. We present you several options for
swimming pools, decorative pools, hydro massage Jacuzzi pools that provide
physical and mental health and relief.
In manufacture and maintenance services, quality meets with experience of
SunCare.

www.suncare.com.tr
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CERAMIC POOL MANUFACTURE
Inner space closed pools or open pools for outer areas… We use SeraPool brand of pool
ceramics made of %100 porcelain that are used in 70 countries for all climate conditions.
Professional ceramic pools are overflow type and completed with flowing channel and balance
tank. For smaller spaces/small pools with special use, skimmered system can be preferred.
System with skimmer does not require additional components like flowing channel and balance
tank.
For the pools, of which concrete have constructed with C25 or C30 and basic structure have
been completed, plaster and screed processes are undertaken. Now, it is the phase of ceramic
implementation. The most important aspect of ceramic pools is the complete implementation
of water isolation. At this stage, we apply water isolation with double components prior to
ceramic tiling. We use supportive materials with flex characteristics in ceramic adhesives and
joints.

POOL

Finally, walking terrace (sunbathing area) is constructed around the pool. At this stage, skidproof
materials should be preferred. These materials may be chosen among antislip ceramic, natural
stones or wooden decks.

+90 312 397 03 03
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SKIMMER SYSTEM SWIMMING POOL

POOL

OVERFLOW SWIMMING POOL
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LINER POOL MANUFACTURE

POOL

The best way to construct pools in short time and low costs is liner pools. Material called Liner
is composed of pure PVC raw material. It has wide range of color and pattern alternatives.
Along with ceramic, mosaic and kerb color options, it also has single color and pattern models.
Its thickness is 1,5 mm. It is in competence with concrete or steel structures. Since it is a very
flexible material, it is not affected by deformations deriving from surface movements. It is not
thorn unless cut by purpose. In case of tearing, it can easily be repaired even when the pool is
full.
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It is especially preferred for the ones wo do not want joints.
Due to the characteristics of the material, it does not get mossed.
On the liner paneled swimming pools, only filtration application called skimmer is realized.
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Liner can be implemented on ferro concrete blocs as well as steel panels for those who do
not prefer to deal with concrete moulds. Construction with panel accelerates the process. It
is more economic. After completing main concrete or panel structure, 4 mm of mat is lied
on the ground. Than liner pool is lied inside the pool. The pool is being hung with liner rails
which has installed due to the shape on the upper part of liner pool surrounding. The air
between liner and min structure is being vacuumed. Following vacuum, the pool is filled with
15-20 cm of water. At this stage, equipment places are opened on the pool. Installation of
the equipments are completed. The pool is completely filled with water. Necessary processes
are undertaken for the first water and training on pool maintenance is delivered. The pool is
delivered to the user.
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POOL

MASSAGE POOL/JACUZZI
MANUFACTURE

They are pools constructed with hydro massage purposes. Composed of porcelain ceramic
or glass mosaic. The water isolation in the pools is applied to Jacuzzis as well. Jacuzzis may be
applied as part of a large pool as well as being constructed as separate pools. The main components of massage pools are hydro massage units, blowers (air massages), heating system and
filtration systems. There may be additional components such as shoulder massage/air bed.
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Decorative pools are constructed of porcelain ceramics or glass mosaics along
with ferro concrete. Their projects are designed and manufactured according to
the geometrical shape, water games and illumination systems required.
You can also contact us for different kinds of pools with artificial waterfalls,
water curtains and different characteristic of visual feasts.

POOL

DECORATIVE POOLS
WATER CURTAINS
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POOL EQUIPMENTS
POOL PUMPS
Units that continuously take the water inside the pool to the
filtration system are pool circulation pipes. Pump/pumps
to be bought for pools are determined according to the
volume and use of purpose of the pools.

POOL FILTRATION

POOL

Water of pool is polluted depending on outer
impacts. Users leave hair, dandruff, textile pieces,
cosmetics to the pool. Outer factors are dust, soil
and other materials to pollute the pool. Polluted
water is absorbed via water air circulation pump
and directly sent to the filters. Water is purified of harmful
particles via quartz sand/glass particulars inside the filters.
Pool chemicals are applied for cleaning micro organisms to the
water passed through the filters. The water is re sent to pool
after being cleaned. This process is called as filtration system.

POOL DISINFECTION SYSTEMS
Filtration system distills particulars. Chemical pool chemicals
are applied in order to clean micro organisms such as virus,
bacterial, spores and mosses. These chemicals are applied due
to the volume and usage frequency of the pool.
They can be applied either manually or with automatic systems
that regulate measurement and doses.
Chlorine, pH pelletizers and algaecides can be interpreted as
pool chemicals.
Furthermore, in order to decrease the use of chemicals and
increase hygiene, ozone generators and UV disinfection systems
may be used.
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POOL HEATING SYSTEMS
In order to warm up the water of the pool, plate heat exchanger, heater with electricity or
heating pipe may be used.

DEHUMIDIFICATION SYSTEMS
Humidity in closed pools is very high due to the warming up of the closed pools. To maintain
the humidity at certain level, dehumidification devices are being used. Device is chosen
according to the volume of closed pool environment.

POOL ROBOTS

Along with home type small and economic models, there are also models with professional
remote control and digital control panel.

POOL

Ground cleaning should be undertaken for the particulates that accumulate on the ground in
time. Since it is hard to undertake this process manually, automatic pool robots are used. Full
automatic pool robots undertake the ground (and sometimes in some models walls) cleaning
with a special software, they clean the surface of the pool automatically.
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WATER GAMES
You may add action and activity to your pools with water curtains, water falls, mushrooms,
ground air nozzles, air beds. With hydro massage units, you are able to provide an excellent
jacuzzi effect in some parts of your pool.

POOL

JET STREAM-REVERSE FLOW
You have the advantage to swim in a small pool as if you are swimming in an endless sea. Jet stream
is a reverse flow system that allows the continuous swimming inside the pool. When it is desired to
be functioned, you push the pneumatic button inside the pool to operate. Capacity of reverse flow
can be regulated.

DISABLED POOL ELEVATOR
It can be used in all pools of pools in hotels, thermal
facilities, pools of private use and even at beaches.It
can be used by disabled individuals and those who
have limited capability of movement. There are two
types of product options like stable and mobile.
Stable disabled pool elevator is made of stainless
steel. There is no need for accompany. There is no
need for electricity line. It operates with the pressure
of network water. It is more economic in comparison
with acquisition and execution models. Mobile
disabled pool elevator is used with a companion.
It is battery powered. User may be taken from the
dressing room to the pool.
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If you want to use your pool in all weather conditions in every season, we recommend you
pool closing systems.
Swelling Pool Closing; a PVC covering called “dome” is lied on the pool. It is stabled around the
pool by anchors. Dome, swelled by the device called blower, turns your pool completely into
a closed one. It is a material that have resistance to winds over 100 km/hour and load of snow.
Upon request, the material can be taken out in half an hour.
Telescopic pool closing systems are much more professional implementations. With the
integrating units composed of parts, you can turn your pool into a closed one any time you
want or easily open it in a few minutes. They are very chic and useful products.
Whatever type of pool it is, pool closing systems will provide you safety and convenience in
many aspects. Gives you the opportunity to use pools in 12 months of the year in places with
hard climate where the weather only allows 3 months of use. It prevents entering of undesired
substances like dust, soil and keeps the pool in a condition to use every time. Provides serious
economy in terms of heating. Decrease of pollutants facilitates less usage of chemicals and this
also causes decrease in maintenance costs.

POOL

POOL CLOSING SYSTEMS
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POOL SHEETS

POOL

Pool sheets can be grouped in 2 different shapes as daily and for winter. Daily sheets help
decreasing of environmental impacts when the pool is not used, decrease the evaporation
amount of water in the pool. It decreases the increasing of humidity in closed pool environment.
Also provides heat protection. There are economic models which can be manually gathered
on drum as well as high class products which operate automatically. Winter sheets are used for
the safety of the pools which will not be used for a long time, especially at the end of seasons.
It hinders animals and human to fall inside the pools and be drown. Again, pool sheets hinders
effects of outer pollutants.
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POOL CHEMICALS
We can summarize the possible chemicals you need for the maintenance of your pool as
chlorine (liquid, powder, tablets) pH depressor, algaecides, precipitators, feet disinfection
chemical, ceramic surface cleaning chemical, winter maintenance drugs. Table of information for
the problems that may derive in water of the pool and the use of chemicals;

Reason

Effect

Water with dull look

Chlorine level is
low stabilizer high
(>100ppm)

First stage of moss
production

Water is not bright

Filtration low pH is
high.

Materials that are not
dissolved.

Colored but brilliant
water

Metal ions exist

Oxidized metals

There are colored
particulars
Formation of stones
on walls, pipes and
filters

Corrosion with low
pH and low SI

Oxidized metals

Green dull water,
sloppy

Chlorine level low
more stabilizer

Irritation of eyes and
skin

pH is not appropriate,
chlorine is ineffective,
old auto test solution

Strong chlorine odor
to irritate the eyes

Low amount of
chlorine high stabilizer
(>100 ppm)

Decoloration in hair,
clothes and vinyl
coverings

Miscalculating of free
chlorine old auto
solution

pH is high alkalinity is
high

Solution
Regulate pH and make
shock chlorination. Make
long period of reverse
washing and fill the pool
with amount of fresh
water more than usual.
Check filter, decrease
pH.
After precipitation
process, make deep
cleaning with vacuum
sweeper. Reverse
washing and fresh water
addition
Increase pH

Decrease pH.
Calcium carbonate
Continiously regulate
resolution is overcome.
pH with H depressor.
Clean dead mosses with
vacuum sweeper. Add
Moss production
fresh water after long
reverse washing.
pH is other than
Make shock chlorine.
suggested amount, high Decrease chlorine, make
amount of chlorine
measurement with DPD
Make free chlorine
0.6 - 2.0 ppm. Make
Dependent chlorine
shock chlorine correctly.
high (>0.2ppm)
Check pH, add water
after long reverse
washing
Very high chlorine
amount (>15ppm)

Decrease chlorine
amount

POOL

Problem
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CLEANING AND
MAINTENANCE

POOL

In order to have healthy pool, the most important issue is the correct maintenance of water
of the pool. The water of the pool has to be hygienic, it has to be measured with certain
intervals and these values should be kept within the defined limitations. Although it is not very
difficult, you have to keep in mind that keeping such values within the limitations is not an easy
process. Thus, training on maintenance of the pool should be taken, or the process has to be
undertaken by professionals. Open pools are the pools that require the maintenance most.
Soil, dirt, hair, moss seeds and micro organisms that are carried through environmental impacts
pollute the pool in very short time.
In the public pools, sweat, dandruff, skin, mucus, saliva, urine and also cosmetics, sun oils, soap
and shampoo of the users and other chemicals of the users are left inside the pool. Large
particulars such as hair and dandruff are eliminated by filtering, skin, mucus, saliva, cosmetics
and soap leftovers that muddy the water are eliminated by precipitation and filtration, micro
organisms like urine, sweat are eliminated by disinfection.
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POOL WINTER MAINTENANCE

POOL

Pools of which winter maintenance is undertaken properly, will save you time and money during
opening of the season.
First of all, the pool has to be kept full in winter. Thus, surface of the pool and its structure will
be more protective against outer impacts. For the pools with the risk of freezing in the winter,
professional assistance should be taken.
Ice pressure support should be placed against the ice layer on the pool. Number of ice supports
are determined in competence with the size of the pool and their settlements are designed due
to these measures.
Furthermore, winter chemicals should be implemented for the protection of water in pool
during winter.
After taking necessary precautions, the pool is covered with winter sheet.

MY POOL LEAKS OUT WATER
You can bring solutions to water leaking solutions in ceramic pools which are not constructed
properly, are cracked due to quality of concrete with liner covering method.
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WOOD DECK PANELING
AROUND THE POOL

POOL

Without a doubt, the most appropriate material to be applied around the pool is wood. None
of any other materials can give you the comfort of bare food touching the soft timber.
SunCare, only uses thermowood heat treated timbers in pool walking terraces. Timbers,
which are not processed heat treatment, may not endure to the changes of humidity and
temperature. Due to the conditions of the environment, after a while, flexion, bending,
narrowing and enlargement are observed in the timbers. But thermowood teated timbers
are heated up to 210° C and their protection have been carried to the highest level. None of
the chemicals are used during this heating process. The process is totally undertaken with high
temperature and steam. The water resistance, humidity balance, resistance to corruption of
these woods are taken to the highest level with thermowood heating.
Deck oil applied in pre manufacture period is applied for the second time after on-site
installation. Thus, timbers have the resistance to be used in wet environment for a long period
of time.
Wooden deck implementations may not also applied around the pool but also around Jacuzzi,
garden walking areas, balconies, winter gardens and even on the grounds of showers.
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POOL
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SPA MASSAGE
POOLS

“

YOU HAVE TO FEEL THE
UNIQUE EXPERIENCE OF
HYDRO MASSAGE…

“

120

The relaxing effect of thermal hot water is now in your home…
SPA products, which provide hydro massage from head to toe
with special designs are in SunCare with several alternatives…

www.suncare.com.tr

Oran Residence, Çankaya
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SPA MASSAGE
POOLS
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SPA MASSAGE POOLS
S235		 235x235 cm h:106 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

6-7
6
37

S234		 234x232 cm h:93 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

5-6
4
34

S232		 232x232 cm h:93 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Yatma Yeri
Total number of jets

5-6
3
2
37

S230		 230x230 cm h:93 cm
SPA MASSAGE
POOLS

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

5-6
3
2
34

S235

S234

S232

S230

Water Capacity

2048 lt

2040 lt

2025 lt

2010 lt

Net Weight

424 kg

420 kg

417 kg

410 kg

Gross Weight

2965 kg

2900 kg

2853 kg

2750 kg

2x2 hp-0.75 hp

2x2 hp-0.75 hp

2x2 hp-0.75 hp

2hp-1.2 hp-0.75 hp

Number of Pumps

+90 312 397 03 03

SX230		
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230x220 cm h:93 cm

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

5-6
4
1
32

S226		 226x220 cm h:93 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

5-6
6
1
28

S224		 224x224 cm h:93 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

5-6
3
2
20

S223		 230x223 cm h:93 cm
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

5-6
4
1
38

SX230

S226

S224

S223

Water Capacity

2000 lt

1900 lt

1870 lt

1800 lt

Net Weight

400 kg

380 kg

370 kg

370 kg

Gross Weight

2700 kg

2650 kg

2630 kg

2600 kg

2x2 hp-0.75 hp

2x2 hp-0.75 hp

2x2 hp-0.75 hp

2x2 hp-0.75 hp

Number of Pumps

SPA MASSAGE
POOLS

SPECIFICATIONS
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SX223		

230x220 cm h:93 cm

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

5-6
4
1
27

S220		 220x220 cm h:93 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

5-6
4
1
32

S217		 217x201 cm h:93 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

5-6
3
2
27

S215		 215x200 cm h:93 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

5-6
4
1
31

SPA MASSAGE
POOLS

S212		 212x212 cm h:100 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

5-6
6
21

SX223

S220

S217

S215

S212

Water Capacity

1860 lt

1750 lt

1700 lt

1600 lt

1600 lt

Net Weight

360 kg

350 kg

350 kg

330 kg

320 kg

Gross Weight

2615 kg

2510 kg

2500 kg

2420 kg

2450 kg

2x2 hp-0.75 hp

2x2 hp-0.75 hp

2x2 hp-0.75 hp

2x2 hp-0.75 hp

1.2 hp-0.75 hp

Number of Pumps
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SK210		
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210x200 cm h:93 cm

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

5-6
4
1
26

S204		 204x194 cm h:93 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

5-6
4
1
20

S200		 200x200 cm h:93 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

5-6
4
1
29

S198		 198x198 cm h:93 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
5-6
4
1
29

S197		 197x197 cm h:93 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Kişi Kapasitesi
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

4-5
3
1
28

SK210

S204

S200

S198

S197

Water Capacity

1500 lt

1400 lt

1300 lt

1300 lt

1260 lt

Net Weight

310 kg

300 kg

290 kg

280 kg

270 kg

Gross Weight

2400 kg

2100 kg

2000 kg

2015 kg

1944 kg

2x2 hp-0.75 hp

2x2 hp-0.75 hp

Number of Pumps

2x2 hp-0.75 hp 2hp-1hp-0.75 hp 2hp-1hp-0.75 hp

SPA MASSAGE
POOLS

Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets
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S195		 200x195 cm h:93 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

4-5
4
1
22

S194		 200x194 cm h:93 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

5-6
4
1
27

S178		 178x178 cm h:93 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

4-5
4
14

S150		 150x200 cm h:93 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

3-4
2
1
17

SPA MASSAGE
POOLS

S130		 130x210 cm h:93 cm
SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity
Place of Sitting
Place of Lying
Total number of jets

2-3
2
1
17

S195

S194

S178

S150

S130

Water Capacity

1200 lt

1250 lt

1200 lt

780 lt

650 lt

Net Weight

260 kg

270 kg

260 kg

230 kg

200 kg

Gross Weight

1940 kg

2000 kg

1900 kg

1263 kg

1050 kg

1hp-2x0.75 hp

2x2 hp-0.75 hp

1.2 hp-0.75 hp

1.2-1hp-0.75 hp

2 hp-0.75 hp

Number of Pumps
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Towel

Stair

Table

Aroma Therapy

Racks

Rails

Umbrella

Micro Silk

COLOR OPTIONS

WHITE

MARBLE

SAPHIRE

PLATE COLOR OPTIONS

PEARL

GRAY

CEDAR

BODY PANEL COLOR OPTIONS

SPA MASSAGE
POOLS

OPTIONAL ALTERNATIVES
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COMPACT
SYSTEMS

“

“

128

TURN YOUR BAH INTO
SPA CENTER...

Bath is not just about taking shower. Raise your expectations. With a single
unit, let your bath turn into Jacuzzi, hydro massage, or steam room.
With SunCare, let your bath be the water of health…

www.suncare.com.tr
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COMPACT
SYSTEMS
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Turkish Grand National Assembly old dwelling houses, Çankaya
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VERA

20 JET

Mirror
Head Shower
Ventilation

190x120 cm h:220 cm
Battery 5 line
Remote Reservoir
3F Hand Shower Set

Optional Alternatives

COMPACT SYSTEMS
F1
F2
HYDRO MASSAGE SYSTEMS
Chrome Eybil
Mega
Water Level Sensor

DAPHNE

20 JET

Mirror
Head Shower
Ventilation

Steam
Radio

Steam
Radio

16 Jet
32 Jet

16 Jet
32 Jet

180x80 cm h:220 cm
Battery 5 line
Remote Reservoir
3F Hand Shower Set

Optional Alternatives

RIGHT
Left alternative

COMPACT SYSTEMS
F1
F2
HYDRO MASSAGE SYSTEMS
Chrome Eybil
Mega
Water Level Sensor

COMPACT
SYSTEMS

SAUNA

RIGHT
Left alternative

16 JET

Wooden Sauna
Sauna Heating Stove
Sand Glass
Thermometer
Hygrometer
Sauna Essence
Head Shower
Ventilation
Battery 3 line
3F Hand Shower Set

Steam
Radio

Steam
Radio

16 Jet
32 Jet

6 Jet
18 Jet

170x130 cm h:234 cm

+90 312 397 03 03

CANNES

16 JET

Mirror
Head Shower
Ventilation

www.suncare.com.tr
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170x90 cm h:220 cm
Battery 5 line
Remote Reservoir
3F Hand Shower Set

Optional Alternatives

RIGHT
Left alternative

COMPACT SYSTEMS
F1
F2
HYDRO MASSAGE SYSTEMS
Chrome Eybil
Mega
Water Level Sensor

MONACO

16 JET

Mirror
Head Shower
Ventilation

Steam
Radio

Steam
Radio

16 Jet
32 Jet

6 Jet
18 Jet

150x150cm h:220 cm
Battery 5 line
Remote Reservoir
3F Hand Shower Set

Optional Alternatives

SABINE

10 JET

Mirror
Head Shower
Ventilation

Steam
Radio

Steam
Radio

16 Jet
32 Jet

6 Jet
18 Jet

150x100cm h:220 cm
Battery 5 line
Remote Reservoir
3F Hand Shower Set

Optional Alternatives

RIGHT
Left alternative

140x100cm sizes are available

COMPACT SYSTEMS
F1
F2
HYDRO MASSAGE SYSTEMS
Chrome Eybil
Mega
Water Level Sensor

Steam
Radio

Steam
Radio

16 Jet
32 Jet

6 Jet
18 Jet

COMPACT
SYSTEMS

COMPACT SYSTEMS
F1
F2
HYDRO MASSAGE SYSTEMS
Chrome Eybil
Mega
Water Level Sensor
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JAVA

14 JET

Mirror
Head Shower
Ventilation

150x80 cm h:220 cm
Battery 5 line
Remote Reservoir
3F Hand Shower Set

Optional Alternatives

RIGHT
Left alternative

COMPACT SYSTEMS
F1
F2
HYDRO MASSAGE SYSTEMS
Chrome Eybil
Mega
Water Level Sensor

BAHAMA

16 JET

Mirror
Head Shower
Ventilation

Steam
Radio

Steam
Radio

16 Jet
32 Jet

6 Jet
18 Jet

140x140 cm h:220 cm
Battery 5 line
Remote Reservoir
3F Hand Shower Set

Optional Alternatives

COMPACT SYSTEMS
F1
F2
HYDRO MASSAGE SYSTEMS
Chrome Eybil
Mega
Water Level Sensor

CREETE

16 JET

Mirror
Head Shower
Ventilation

Steam
Radio

Steam
Radio

16 Jet
32 Jet

6 Jet
18 Jet

130x130 cm h:220 cm
Battery 5 line
Remote Reservoir
3F Hand Shower Set

COMPACT
SYSTEMS

Optional Alternatives

COMPACT SYSTEMS
F1
F2
HYDRO MASSAGE SYSTEMS
Chrome Eybil
Mega
Water Level Sensor

Steam
Radio

Steam
Radio

16 Jet
32 Jet

6 Jet
18 Jet

+90 312 397 03 03

RAPSODY

20 JET
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130x130 cm h:233 cm

Steam system
Ozone Lamp
Remote Control
Radio/Alarm
Thermostat
Phone Connection
Head Shower
Ventilation
Battery 3 Line
3F Hand Shower Set Mirror
Standard Shower Reservoir

HAVANA

16 JET

Mirror
Head Shower
Ventilation

130x130cm h:220 cm
Battery 5 line
Remote Reservoir
3F Hand Shower Set

Optional Alternatives

LION

14 JET

Mirror
Head Shower
Ventilation

Steam
Radio

Steam
Radio

16 Jet
32 Jet

6 Jet
18 Jet

120x120cm h:220 cm
Battery 5 line
Remote Reservoir
3F Hand Shower Set

Optional Alternatives

COMPACT SYSTEMS
F1
F2
HYDRO MASSAGE SYSTEMS
Chrome Eybil
Mega
Water Level Sensor

Steam
Radio

Steam
Radio

16 Jet
32 Jet

6 Jet
18 Jet

COMPACT
SYSTEMS

COMPACT SYSTEMS
F1
F2
HYDRO MASSAGE SYSTEMS
Chrome Eybil
Mega
Water Level Sensor
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MAYORKA

16 JET

Mirror
Head Shower
Ventilation

110x110 cm h:230 cm
Battery 5 line
Remote Reservoir
3F Hand Shower Set

Optional Alternatives

COMPACT SYSTEMS
F1
F2
HYDRO MASSAGE SYSTEMS
Chrome Eybil
Mega
Water Level Sensor

PICO

16 JET

Mirror
Head Shower
Ventilation

Steam
Radio

Steam
Radio

16 Jet
32 Jet

6 Jet
18 Jet

100x100 cm h:220 cm
Battery 5 line
Remote Reservoir
3F Hand Shower Set

Optional Alternatives

COMPACT SYSTEMS
F1
F2

OVAL ECO

12 JET

Mirror
Head Shower
Ventilation

Steam
Radio

Steam
Radio

100x100 cm h:225 cm
Battery 5 line
Remote Reservoir
3F Hand Shower Set

Optional Alternatives
COMPACT
SYSTEMS

COMPACT SYSTEMS
F1
F2

90X90 cm option is available

Steam
Radio

Steam
Radio

+90 312 397 03 03

SQUARE ECO
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12JET

Mirror
Head Shower
Ventilation
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100x100cm h:225 cm
Battery 5 line
Remote Reservoir
3F Hand Shower Set

Optional Alternatives

COMPACT SYSTEMS
F1
F2

Steam
Radio

Steam
Radio

90X90 cm option is available

DIAGONAL ECO

12 JET

Mirror
Head Shower
Ventilation

90x90cm h:230 cm
Battery 5 line
Remote Reservoir
3F Hand Shower Set

Optional Alternatives

F1

Steam System, Remote Control, Radio, Ozone Lamp,
Head Lamp, DVD Connection, Ventilation Fan

F2

Radio, Head Lamp, Ventilation Fan.

Steam
Radio

Steam
Radio

COMPACT
SYSTEMS

COMPACT SYSTEMS
F1
F2

+90 312
397397
03 03
03 03
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JACUZZI
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AP Green Tower, Eryaman

SOLTAN

190x160 cm h:55 cm

+90 312 397 03 03

VERA

www.suncare.com.tr

190x120 cm

h:55 cm

Optional Alternatives

Optional Alternatives

HYDRO MASSAGE SYSTEMS
Chrome Eybil
21 Jet
Mega
37 Jet
Water Level Sensor

HYDRO MASSAGE SYSTEMS
Chrome Eybil
16 Jet
Mega
32 Jet
Water Level Sensor

ANDORA

RONDO

180x110 cm h:55 cm

137

200-180-160-150 cm h:55 cm

Optional Alternatives

Optional Alternatives

HYDRO MASSAGE SYSTEMS
Chrome Eybil
12 Jet
Mega
28 Jet
Water Level Sensor

HYDRO MASSAGE SYSTEMS
Chrome Eybil
Mega
Water Level Sensor

12 Jet
28 Jet

JACUZZI

JAKUZİLER
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SUNCARE
WORKSHOP

“

IMPRESSIVE, SPECIAL
IMPLEMENTATIONS OF
MASTER HANDS…

“

138

Our crew has been processing the precious construction materials of the world
and marble for SPA applications and manufactures you very special places…
The experience we have gained through processing timber and marble, we are
at your service especially in implementations that require proficiency.

www.suncare.com.tr
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SUNCARE
Workshop
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TIMBER DECK APPLICATIONS
Wooden ground…. Hot. Natural. Comfortable.
You can never experience the comfort and pleasure of bare foot touching on a timber ground.
Wooden deck implementations may not also applied around the pool but also around Jacuzzi,
garden walking areas, balconies, winter gardens and even on the grounds of showers.
We are very selective at this point. We present you the best of timbers.

SUNCARE
Workshop

We are working with the best of thermowood heated timbers that will be subject to
temperature changes, will face sun n summer, rain in spring, snow in winter, will carry a heavy
human traffic, will be exposed to soap and shampoo.
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THERMOWOOD

Pine. Limba. Ash Tree. Spruce. Iroco.
Canadian Cedar timbers that have been through thermowood heating
are;
•More resistant to corrosion.
•More resistant to all kinds of weather conditions.
•Raciness are taken out.
•High resistant to cracking and revolving.
Thermowood is a special heating process. But thermowood teated
timbers are heated up to 210° C. None of the chemicals are used
during thermowood heating process. The process is totally undertaken
with high temperature and steam. This method can be implemented
on several timbers but in the market, it is generally implemented on
Swedish pine, limba, iroco, ash tree and Canadian cedar. The water
resistance, humidity balance, resistance to corruption of these woods
are taken to the highest level with thermowood heating. Deck oil
applied in pre manufacture period is applied for the second time after
on-site installation. Thus, timbers have the resistance to be used in wet
environment for a long period of time.
Area of Use:
Pool Surrounding
Shower Grounds
Timber Outer Space Panelings
All Outer Space Implementations

Central Bank Mansions, Keçiören

SUNCARE
Workshop

Wet Ground Implementations
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Bilim Ağacı Mansions, Alacaatlı

WOODEN STAIRS
Our wooden manufacture crew has experience over 10 years of manufacturing.
Our crew is at your service for all types of stair manufacture.

SUNCARE
Workshop

Bilim Ağacı Mansions, Alacaatlı
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Bilim Ağacı Mansions, Alacaatlı

SUNCARE
Workshop

Ahşap merdiven resimleri gelecek…
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FIRE PLACE

SUNCARE
Workshop

Fire place manufacture requires good stone craftsmanship.
SunCare, uses its experiences on stone craftsmanship by making excellent fire places.

www.suncare.com.tr
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SUNCARE
Workshop
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S p ecial
SUNCARE
Workshop

M a r b le
Implementations
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SUNCARE
Workshop
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SALT THERAPY PLANS
SunCare Salt Therapy Panel; is designed to carry the healing
effects of salt mines and salt caves to your homes/offices.
Relaxing effects of breathing of salt mines is beside you!
You will notice the positive effects of SunCare salt
therapy panel from the first day of use.

How does SunCare Salt Therapy
Panel Operate?

SUNCARE
Workshop

SunCare Salt Therapy Panel, with its pateted special method, ionizes the salt and distributes
it as micro particulars. The salt we use is directly purchased as the purest and most natural
way as it was taken from the salt mines. In brief, in SunCare Salt Therapy Panel, natural salt
is used without any chemical additives. SunCare Salt Therapy Panel is designed to be held on
the wall like a painting. Does not require any space. It is easily used in all living spaces beginning
with homes and offices. In the main structure of the panel, timber isused. The material used
is totally natural. Does not have any negative effects like smell and humidity. Operates with
electricity. Consumes electricity as an energy saving bulb. After the system has been opened,
it ionizes the natural rock salt and distributes it to the room. Provides micro climatic effects of
salt caves in the environment it works.
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• Where is Salt Therapy Panel Used?
• Homes
• Hotel Rooms
• Offices
• Guest Houses
• Dat cares and Student • Waiting Lounges
Dormitories
Furthermore, data obtained from the clinical
researches undertaken on salt therapy, in the body
analyzes of individuals who took salt therapy, the
amount of carbon di oxide decreases while the
amount of oxygen increases. Depending on the
increasing amount of oxygen, a significant increase
has been observed in quality of life.
For further information page:87

This study proves us that;
Smokers, those who work in intense dusty
environments, People who work in environments
which have negative effects on respiratory system
such as mines, industry or chemical business, Those
who spend so much time in traffic in metropolitans
will increase their living quality in case they take salt therapy.
Those who do not have any respiratory diseases but take salt therapy, are reported to have
benefits like increasing sleeping quality and they declared they woke up alive and fresh in the
mornings.

Diseases, which salt therapy in salt mines contribute to theirtreatment are:
Asthma
Allergic Asthma
Asthma, Bronchitis,
Shortness of Breath

Sinusitis
Snoring Related with Respiratory System,
Post Nazal Drainage
Nose Stuffiness

Post Nazal Drainage
Sleeping disorders
Waking Exhausted
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Salt is also a natural antiseptic. This means, it is
an antimicrobial material. From the early ages
of history, salting is applied to meat and similar
foods to keep them fresh. Since it ionizes salt to
the environment, salt therapy has antibacterial
effects and decreases the efficiency level of the
microbes. With this characteristics, its using in
day cares, student dormitories. Waiting lounges
and similar crowded spaces, makes these spaces
healthier.
Patent rights of salt therapy belogs to SunCare.

Quality in SPA Implementations is not an alternative but an obligation.
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